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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Yoma 2b) states that the Kohen vnjkn juan, whose 
function is to prepare the Jewish army for battle, ranks just under 
the Kohen Gadol, and wears the 8 special Kohen Gadol garments. 
This is derived from: uhrjt uhbck uhvh irvtk rat asuev hsdcu where 
uhrjt refers to the vnjkn juan. However, he does not pass along 
his position to his son, the way a Kohen Gadol does, because the 
purpose of his anointing is not to serve in the Ohel Moed. The 
Rema (s”uh 245) states that an established Rav in a community 
may not be removed simply because someone greater than he 
appears, and the Rav’s position is inherited by his son and [then] 
grandson who retain priority over all others forever as long as 
each follows his father’s footsteps in Yiras Shomayim, and is 
somewhat wise. The GRA adds that this right of succession 
applies to all communal appointments. The Midrash (Pinchas) 
relates that when Moshe said: ,ujurv heukt ‘s sueph he had his 
own son(s) in mind to take over his position, but Hashem said that 
was not to be, that Yehoshua would succeed him. We can be 
certain that Moshe would not have requested such an appointment 
for his sons if they were not worthy. If so, according to the Rema, 
should they not have inherited the position ? The Beis HaYotzer 
(n”uj 15) suggests that a son only inherits a father’s appointed 
office where it was already held by the father when the son was 
born. If however, the father attained the position after the son was 
born, it is not inheritable. We see this from Rashi’s explanation 
for why Pinchas was not initially a Kohen, even though he was 
the son of Elazar and grandson of Aharon. Since he had already 
been born when Aharon and his sons were bestowed with 
Kehunah, Pinchas was not anointed as a Kohen. It was only as a 
reward for the Zimri incident that he “became” a Kohen. In the 
same way, Moshe’s sons were born prior to Moshe’s promotion 
to leader of Klal Yisroel. As such, they did not qualify for 
automatic succession.      

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
How is it possible for a properly slaughtered animal to be half 
kasher and half  Traif ?    

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When may a Baal Hora’ah not teach Torah, but another may ?)  
The Rambam (asen ,thc 1:4) states that one who is drunk may 
teach Torah, but may not pasken. However an acknowledged 
Baal Hora’ah may not even teach Torah when drunk because 
everyone is used to accepting whatever he says as Psak Halacha.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
For a D’var Mitzvah, such as to be jnan a Choson and Kallah, 
one may drink wine (without eating food) while singing songs 
and/or playing musical instruments. Otherwise, one may not sing 
songs over wine, as it suggests an image of a common gentile 
practice. Even at a Shabbos table, one should try to sing only the 
Shabbos Zemiros designated for the meal. (MB 560:11-14).  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Bava Basra 62b) states that when one of two 
partners who own a piece of land together decides to sell his half 
to a third party, Rabbah holds that if he says: tgrtc hk ,hts tdkp - 
“half that I own in this property”, he has sold his half; but if he 
says: hk ,hts tgrtc tdkp - “half of the property that I own”, he 
has sold only a quarter (i.e. half of what he owns). Abaye 
disagrees, maintaining that he has sold his half either way. The 
Rashbam explains that the words hk ,hts (that I own) may refer to 
the word immediately before it, or the word before that. Rabbah 
holds that it refers to the word immediately before - tgrtc, to 
mean [half of] the land that I own; Abaye holds it refers to the 
previous word - tdkp, to mean [half] that I own in the land. The 
Beis Shmuel (z”gvt 129:24) seems to side with Rabbah when 
ruling that when writing a Get for a man with a name like Moshe 
Yehudah, who is called Moshe Leib, one writes “Moshe Yehudah 
also known as Leib”, and the a.k.a. Leib is a limited replacement 
only for Yehudah which immediately precedes it, and not for the 
full name of Moshe Yehudah. (The Noda BiYehuda (z”gvt 2:119) 
disagrees, arguing that a.k.a. refers to the person himself, and not 
his name, and therefore the Get should say “Moshe Yehudah 
a.k.a. Moshe Leib”. Otherwise, one might conclude that Leib is a 
replacement for Moshe Yehudah.) Similarly, Rashi comments on 
the phrase “lz ,hz ina” that the the word lz (pure) refers not to the 
,hz immediately preceding it, but to the ina, describing the oil as 
pure, without sediment. However, the Ibn Ezra disagrees, 
explaining that the purity refers to the olives, which should be 
unspoiled and without blemish, as the word ,hz immediately 
precedes the word lz. The Gemara (Yoma 10b) analyzes the 
Posuk: vkusdv rhgv thv jkf ihcu vubhb ihc ixr ,tu, asking which city 
is the vkusdv rhgv - Resen or Nineveh. The Gemara cites a 
different Posuk referring to Nineveh as a great city, to resolve the 
question. Tosafos asks, what about Kolach ? Before connecting 
vkusdv rhgv to a previous city, should one not try to connect it to 
the more logical city which immediately precedes it ? Tosafos 
answers that if it referred to Kolach, the word “thv” would have 
been redundant. But we see from Tosafos like the Ibn Ezra, that 
an adjective is more likely to connect to the word just before it.       

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R' Tzvi Dovid of Cracow was the subject of a mud-slinging campaign and 
suffered much from ridicule and criticism. One Shabbos, he expounded 
on the Posuk in Tehilim: rga hcauh hc ujhah - the residents of the gates 
[lower class] will speak of me. "Why is this used to exemplify the sorry 
state of Jews in Golus ?" he asked. "Would it be better if important 
people spoke about him ? The answer is that when one speaks Lashon 
HoRa about someone, all of the speaker's Schar for his mitzvos is 
transferred to the victim of his Lashon HoRa, and all the victim's sins are 
transferred to the speaker. When great people heap abuse on someone, 
he may be comforted by the many mitzvos he will be receiving. But 
what can one hope for, from the rga hcauh ?”      
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Miller family. 


